EDUCATION

WELCOME

X-TENDING YOUR BUSINESS
ALL ABOUT RACOON
Racoon is the No1 salon industry hair extension provider delivering premium quality
human hair, the best application systems (including a unique bonding process), the best
education, care products and customer service.
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YOU HAVE ENTERED THE EXCITING
WORLD OF RACOON INTERNATIONAL
We are extremely proud to be considered the professionals choice for premium quality hair extensions within this wonderful industry that we are all a
part of and we’re delighted you are considering the super-successful Racoon International family as your extension partner. Your decision gives us the
privilege to help enhance your business creatively and financially – and for that we thank you very much.
Racoon has over two decades of expertise in the extensions market – it really is our passion and by working closely with industry experts, the company
has developed the ultimate hair extension products and systems. We provide a premium product range and deliver the highest quality education, with
a commitment to marketing, customer service and support like no other.
And when it comes to education, we have a course to cover every need, from our core systems including Luxe Bond, Luxe Link and Luxe Weft, through
to our advanced courses, right up to expert courses including our renowned Hair in Recovery programme and the piéce de résistance our Racoon
Diploma. So browse this brochure to find out more and discover the amazing possibilities of becoming a Racoonista.
We truly looking forward to working with you to ensure your hair extensions service is as enjoyable as it is profitable, as creative as it is rewarding
for you and your clients alike.

FROM QUALITY TO CREATIVITY, SYSTEMS TO
EDUCATION, RACOON PROVIDES THE VERY BEST OF
EVERYTHING TO DO WITH HAIR EXTENSIONS

Sue Davenport
C.E.O. Racoon International Ltd

As the professional’s choice, only stylists that are qualified up to a minimum NVQ level
2 in hairdressing can be trained by our educators to become a certified Racoonista.
Our educators, all hairdressers in their own right and super-skilled in the business of
extensions, can train you in the comfort of your own salon or at academies nationwide
including our very own here at Head Office. Only stylists who have attended and
qualified on Racoon courses are eligible to apply our hair extensions. If they don’t make
the grade, they can’t use, buy or apply our products. A stylist with a Racoon International
certificate means they have solid, expert application knowledge, technical expertise,
creative flair and an understanding of the science of hair.
Once trained, a Racoon International stylist works closely with one of our Account
Managers to make the most of their extension business. All the help and support they
need is just a call away and there’s a bundle of free marketing material – posters,
leaflets, brochures – as well as tips on how to price and promote extension services.

WHAT RACOON OFFERS
We’ve supplied natural hair extensions to the salon industry from our British HQ for over
two decades, providing premium quality human hair extensions so skilful professionals
can create gorgeous looking hair for every single client. From salon transformations
to magazine editorials and catwalk shows, Racoon hair extensions are the preferred
choice of award-winning hairdressers, expert extensionists and discerning wearers alike.
Our unique systems – Luxe Bond, Luxe Link and Luxe Weft – deliver the safe application and
removal of root-point correct, cuticle intact, ethically sourced premium quality human hair.
Our unique bonding and application systems are scientifically proven by an independent
trichologist to keep natural hair safe and damage-free. Our expert extensionists – called
Racoonistas – have the best choices to create truly bespoke, fabulous looks for everyone.

WHAT’S SPECIAL ABOUT RACOON?
What’s really outstanding about Racoon is our obsession with the consistent premium

quality of hair, care products, attachment systems, training courses and customer service.
We’ve worked with the same hair suppliers for decades, enforcing strict guidelines to
ensure premium quality; ethically sourced human hair is supplied every time.
Also special to Racoon is our Luxe Bond method – a loose hair system which allows a
Racoonista to blend a mix of hair shades from an extensive colour palette to achieve
the most natural of looks. In addition, is our unique bonding agent; strong and durable
yet as easy to remove as it is to apply, it is scientifically proven to not damage hair. The
tiny bond it creates (about the size of an uncooked grain of rice) is clear and discreet,
making Luxe Bond extensions safe and secure, comfortable and unobtrusive.
Racoon’s Luxe Links are also very special. As the smallest links on the market, they
are perfect for clients preferring a no-heat, no-adhesive system. Easy and comfortable
to wear, they are versatile, undetectable and ideal for times when a faster extension
application and removal is required; a full head can be applied in just 90 minutes and
safely removed in less than 30 minutes. Not forgetting our wonderfully versatile Luxe
Wefts – so quick to efficiently enhance hair length or volume, they are known as a
‘lunchtime makeover’.
And totally unique to Racoon is our hair extensions programme developed in consultation
with top trichologist Iain Sallis, for people suffering from medical hair loss, androgenetic
hair loss or people with very fine, thinning hair. Called Hair in Recovery, the service
involves the sensitive application of Racoon’s Luxe Bonds so those affected can be
given an excellent style to help them regain confidence and boost self-esteem. Only
stylists certified in both the Luxe Bond and Hair in Recovery courses can carry out this
programme.
As you can tell, we are fanatical about the skills of hair professionals who use our
extensions. Every hairdresser wanting to work with Racoon must attend our accredited
compulsory training programmes and qualify as a certified Racoon extensionist before
being able to buy and apply our products.
Training-wise, whether it’s in your own salon or at one of our nationwide academies, we
guarantee to deliver education excellence with a full choice of quality courses. Read
on to learn more about our courses, what each involves and discover for yourself the
amazing possibilities of becoming a Racoonista.
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SYSTEM 1: LUXE BOND

SYSTEM 2: LUXE LINK

Is an extensive training programme, educating stylists in our most creative system. Fantastic for all
colour fanatics to give a perfectly blended match and for those who love the versatility to be creative
with a loose hair method.

Is a course covering all you need to be an expert in this excellent alternative to bonded extensions.
With the smallest links on the market, this quick and easy system is perfect for those who prefer a cold
fusion method.

This three-day hair extensions training programme educates stylists in the Racoon International Luxe
Bond system – a loose hair system which allows the blending of a mix of hair shades from an
extensive colour palette. Stylists learn how to offer and create for clients supreme quality re-usable
hair extensions, available in a fantastic range of colours that can be blended to perfection.

This two-day hair extensions training programme educates stylists in the Racoon International Luxe Link
system. Luxe Links – exclusive to Racoon – are the smallest links on the market and are perfect for clients
preferring a no heat, no glue system. They are also ideal for hairdressers wanting a faster approach to
extension application and removal. A full head can be applied in just 90 minutes and safely removed
in less than 30 minutes. The round cornered micro links come in four link shades and although once
removed the link itself cannot be re-used, the hair can.

The unique bonding formula is easy to apply and quick to remove, leaving no trace or residue. The
system is scientifically proven not to damage hair. This training programme is delivered as two
consecutive days, with a follow-up day four weeks later.

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

•

Two consecutive days training with a follow-up day approximately four weeks later

•

One days training with a follow-up day approximately four weeks later

•

Racoon International Luxe Bond hair extension kit

•

Racoon International Luxe Link hair extension kit

•

Full head of premium quality hair for your model (100g x 14”)

•

Full head of premium quality hair for your model (100 strands x 14”)

•

Racoon-Xtend wetline products

•

Racoon-Xtend wetline products

•

Inclusion on the ‘Salon Finder’ website referral system

•

Inclusion on the ‘Salon Finder’ website referral system

LUXE BOND TRAINING PROGRAMME ITINERARY

PRE-REQUISITES

LUXE LINK TRAINING PROGRAMME ITINERARY

PRE-REQUISITES

DAY ONE
Introduction: including Racoon Internationals Philosophy and Brand Values.
Theory: Commercial reasons for offering Racoon, Ethical Sourcing, Racoon
Systems, Unique Applicator and Bonding, Health and Safety, Client
Consultation, Pricing and Promoting, Aftercare.
Practical: Training Head – Preparation, Creating the Perfect Bond, Application
and Removal.

NVQ Level 2
in Hairdressing

DAY ONE
Introduction: including Racoon Internationals Philosophy and Brand Values.
Theory: Commercial reasons for offering Racoon, Ethical Sourcing, Racoon
Systems, Unique Luxe Link and Tools, Health and Safety, Client Consultation,
Aftercare.
Practical: Training Head – Creating the Perfect Link, Application and Removal.
Practical: Live Model – Preparation and Application.
Theory: First Shampoo, Blow-dry and Maintenance, Cutting and Styling
Techniques. Action Plan, Summary, Question and Answers, Educators
Assessment.

NVQ Level 2
in Hairdressing

DAY TWO
Review: Questions & Answers. Practical: Live Model – Consultation,
Sectioning, Application, Cutting, Styling and Finishing.
Theory: First Shampoo, Blow-dry and Maintenance, Cutting and Styling
Techniques. Review Pricing and Promoting, Action Plan, Summary, Question
and Answers, Educators Assessment.
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DAY THREE
Review: Day 1 & 2 and Action Plan. Theory: Removal.
Practical: Live Model – Rotation and Maintenance.
Promoting: Product and Pricing Review, Truths and Myths, Unique Selling
Points, Business Benefits, Top Tips. Question and Answers, Educators
Assessment.

AVAILABLE
In your own salon
or academies
nationwide

DAY TWO
Review: Day 1 and Action Plan, Questions and Answers, Model assessment.
Theory: Removal. Practical: Live Model – Removal, Creating the Perfect Link
and Reapplication.
Promoting: Product Review and Pricing, Truths and Myths, Unique Selling
Points, Business Benefits, Top Tips. Question and Answers, Educators
Assessment.

AVAILABLE
In your own salon
or academies
nationwide
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SYSTEM 3: LUXE WEFT

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES

A one-day course which educates stylists in the Racoon International Luxe Weft system. Our quickest
system, it suits those stylists who love doing photo-shoots or fashion work and for those with clients
needing a more temporary solution. Racoon Luxe Wefts are ideal for bridal, prom and occasion hair.

This one-day training programme is designed to develop the creative and technical skills of stylists who
are already certified in the Racoon International Luxe Bond hair extensions course. Each stylist will learn
to design and apply creative placements. Stylists learn the skills to offer clients the appearance of a full
head of hair extensions whilst allocating less time and less hair.

This one-day hair extensions training programme educates stylists in the Racoon International Luxe
Weft system. Luxe Wefts are the perfect choice for a special occasion and can be worn for up to
four weeks before being removed, re-conditioned, re-taped and re-applied. This can be repeated
on up to five occasions if correct aftercare and maintenance has been adhered to. Being ‘micro’ in
size, they are discreet whether the hair is worn up or down. A full head of Luxe Wefts can be applied
in just 45 minutes. This system is scientifically proven not to damage hair.

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

•

One day training

•

One day training

•

Racoon International Luxe Weft hair extension kit

•

Quality Euro hair for your model (75g x 14”)

•

Training hair

•

Racoon-Xtend wetline products

•

Inclusion on the ‘Salon Finder’ website referral system

LUXE WEFT TRAINING PROGRAMME ITINERARY

PRE-REQUISITES

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES ITINERARY

PRE-REQUISITES

ONE DAY
Introduction: including Racoon Internationals Philosophy and Brand Values.
Theory: Commercial reasons for offering Racoon, Ethical Sourcing, Racoon
Systems, Luxe Wefts in Your Business, Health and Safety, Client Consultation,
Pricing, Aftercare.
Practical: Training Head – Application, Cutting and Styling, Removal, revitalise
and re-tape. Summary, Question and Answers, Educators Assessment.

NVQ Level 2
in Hairdressing

ONE DAY
Introduction: including Racoon Internationals Philosophy and Brand Values.
Theory: Commercial reasons for offering Racoon, Ethical Sourcing, Racoon
Systems, Theory: Creating the Perfect Bond, Practical: Live Model – Placement
Patterns, Sectioning, Application, Straightening, Blending and Styling. Top
Tips, Review Pricing, Summary, Question and Answers, Educators Assessment.

NVQ Level 2 in
Hairdressing and Luxe
Bond certified

“Racoon’s Luxe Weft extensions can be fitted in super-quick time, which
enables me to create an amplified image of beautiful, natural-looking hair; so
natural you can’t tell where the extensions start and where they end – just
seamless, sumptuous hair.”
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ANDREW BARTON
RACOON INTERNATIONAL
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

AVAILABLE
In your own salon
or academies
nationwide

“Longer hair, fuss-free flowing locks and hair ups are forever favoured by my
salon clients and if they can’t wait for their hair to grow, these looks are easy
to create using hair extensions. You can also create seasonal colour trends by
introducing for example a few multi-hued Luxe Bonds into a style; a great way
to create a colour change without the need for tint bowls or lighteners.”

ESTHER SWEENIE-ROWE
RACOON INTERNATIONAL
SENIOR EDUCATOR

AVAILABLE
In your own salon
or head office
academy
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TAKING THE FEAR OUT OF
DRESSING LONG HAIR

HAIR IN RECOVERY

Boost your confidence by learning how to handle long hair looks with ease. This full training day
makes the most of your extension techniques by developing your creativity to design fabulous looking
styles whilst taking you through a number of hair-up styles step-by-step to ensure you have the
confidence and expertise to promote this service in your salon.

Led by top trichologist Iain Sallis and assisted by a Racoon International Educator this unique hair
extensions programme is specifically designed for people suffering from medical hair loss (caused
by chemotherapy) or those with androgenetic hair loss or fine thinning hair. The sensitive application
of Racoon’s Luxe Bonds means those affected can be given an excellent style to help regain
confidence and boost self-esteem. Hair in Recovery incorporates elements of trichology and covers
a multitude of hair and scalp issues. During the practical session, stylists will receive refresher training
on forming the perfect bond and micro bonding. For clients with medical hair loss, Racoon subsidises
areas of this programme including hair, bonding and X-tend wetline products.

Using Racoon International Luxe Bond extensions, Luxe Link extensions or Luxe Wefts, stylists will learn
how to develop different creative long hair designs during this one-day training programme. Following
a demonstration of each design, stylists will re-create each style on their own model. This course
includes many hints and tips for both hair up and bridal hair. Accessories (from padding to tiaras)
will be provided on the day for academy courses.

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

• One day training

• One-day training programme

• Partial head of quality hair provided for your model

• Inclusion on the unique Hair in Recovery referral system

TAKING THE FEAR OUT OF DRESSING
LONG HAIR ITINERARY
ONE DAY
Introduction: including Racoon Internationals Philosophy and Brand Values.
Theory: Commercial reasons for offering Racoon, Ethical Sourcing, Racoon
Systems, Hair Texture. Practical: Live Model – The Modern Beehive, The
Twisted Pleat, The Chignon, The Retro Wave, The Mohawk Braid, The
Twisted Bun, The Red Carpet (a look inspired by the elegance of the red
carpet) and The Royal Chignon (supremely elegant and perfectly woven,
the look of Royalty). Pricing and Promoting, Summary, Question and
Answers, Educators Assessment.
“I’ve always loved working with Racoon extensions, using them to help me
create great transformations and award-winning imagery for my trade and
consumer work. Racoon’s passion, professionalism and brilliant training are
so impressive; when it comes to hair extensions, there’s only one choice.”
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Unique training developed in partnership with a leading Trichologist incorporating both practical
and theory to equip stylists to create hair looks for medical hair loss patients. This specialist course
enables stylists to offer their clients an opportunity to have extensions and help regain their confidence.

ANDREW BARTON
RACOON INTERNATIONAL
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

PRE-REQUISITES

HAIR IN RECOVERY ITINERARY

PRE-REQUISITES

NVQ Level 2 in
Hairdressing and any
core system certified Luxe Bond, Luxe Link or
Luxe Weft

ONE DAY
About the Hair in Recovery programme and hair loss, Introduction: including
Racoon Internationals Philosophy and Brand Values. Theory: Commercial
reasons for offering Racoon, Ethical Sourcing, Racoon Systems, Pricing and
Client Consultation, Review: Creating the Perfect Bond. Practical: Training
Head – Micro Bonding, Sectioning and Placements. Summary, Question and
Answers, Educators Assessment.

NVQ Level 2 in
Hairdressing and Luxe
Bond certified (with at
least six months
trading)

AVAILABLE
In your own salon
or head office
academy

“Throughout my career I have seen the devastating effects – both physical and
psychological – women experience due to treatments such as chemotherapy.
Hair in Recovery really helps women regain confidence and boost self -esteem.
Working with Racoon’s gentle Luxe Bond extensions system means we can
create brilliant looks for each person.”

IAIN SALLIS
M.I.T. CONSULTANT
TRICHOLOGIST

AVAILABLE
In your own salon
or academies
nationwide
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DIPLOMA

3 EASY STEPS

The ultimate in hair extension education. To attend this one-day course, attendees must already have
certification in all Racoon International courses. Assessed by an esteemed panel of judges, including
Racoon International C.E.O., Creative Director and Senior Educator, this is the highest qualification
for our Racoonistas. With written, technical and creative assessments this really is the ultimate in
education and Racoonista aspirations.

STEP 1: BOOK YOUR TRAINING
Call: 01295 770 999 or email: sales@racooninternational.com
Selected courses are available In-Salon. Academy places are available for
all courses. Stylists must have achieved an NVQ Level 2 in Hairdressing.
STEP 2: ENJOY YOUR TRAINING
There will be no unwelcome surprises as everything will be included guaranteed!
STEP 3: PROFIT FROM YOUR HAIR EXTENSIONS SERVICE

INCLUDES:

Both during and after your training programme, you will be given extensive

• One day assessment

support on pricing and promoting by your dedicated Account Manager.

• Quality Euro hair for your model (75g x 14”)
DIPLOMA ITINERARY

PRE-REQUISITES

STAY CONNECTED

ONE DAY
Introduction including Health and Safety. Assessment: Written, Technical, Creative.
Written: Three exam papers each of thirty minute duration: Hair &
Trichology, Advanced Customer Service and Market & Brand Awareness.
Technical (practical): Training Head – Demonstration of the perfect bond,
while using creative colour techniques to successfully blend shades along
with application of Luxe Link and Luxe Weft. Live Model – two hours
allocation for application and styling of live model.
Creative: Panel Interview – Presentation of mood board and model
incorporating clothes styling, fashion, make-up and hair. Stylist will be
asked questions regarding the final presentation and look.

Certified in all
Racoon courses

Keeping in touch has never been easier! The Racoon International social
media channels offer a great way to get involved. Our Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter pages fizz with activity and chatter from salon owners, stylists and
hair extension lovers all over the world. From fashion hints and tips to style
techniques, there’s loads going on.

“The Diploma Assessment represents the pinnacle of our education
portfolio. By achieving our Diploma Certificate, successful candidates are
qualified as the consummate professional in every aspect of Racoon
International hair extensions.”
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ESTHER SWEENIE-ROWE
RACOON INTERNATIONAL
SENIOR EDUCATOR

facebook.com/racoonintl
instagram.com/racoonintl
twitter.com/racoonintl
racooninternational.com

AVAILABLE
At Head Office
Academy
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QUALITY HAIR

Racoon International’s hair is sourced via a well-established supplier network which has provided human hair to the extensions industry for generations.
By working closely with our supplier network, we can guarantee the ethical sourcing of all our hair.
LUXE BOND SYSTEM HAIR TYPE
Euro Hair: Our premium Remy hair is the ultimate quality. It can be curled, straightened (up to 160ºC) and coloured (up to 6% peroxide). If the correct aftercare
and maintenance has been adhered to Luxe Bond Euro hair can be worn for at least six months and easily up to one year with regular maintenance and rotation
appointments.
Standard Hair: This cuticle hair is available in Softwave and Deepwave options. A lower grade than the Euro hair, it can be worn for eight to twelve weeks. Only a
wide tooth comb (never a brush) should be used on Standard Softwave or Deepwave hair.
LUXE LINK SYSTEM HAIR TYPE
Euro Hair: Our premium Remy hair is the ultimate quality. It can be curled, straightened (up to 160ºC) and coloured (up to 6% peroxide). ). If the correct aftercare and
maintenance has been adhered to Luxe Link Euro hair can be worn for at least six months and easily up to one year with regular maintenance appointments.
LUXE WEFT SYSTEM HAIR TYPE
Euro Hair: Our premium Remy hair is the ultimate quality. It can be curled, straightened (up to 160ºC) and coloured (up to 6% peroxide). If the correct aftercare and
maintenance has been adhered to Luxe Wefts can be removed, refreshed and re-applied on up to five occasions.

QUALITY BONDING
Our unique bonding has been exclusively developed for Racoon International. It is easy to apply and quick to remove, leaving no trace or residue.
All Racoon International hair extensions systems have been scientifically proven not to damage hair.

QUALITY WETLINE
Racoon International has a fantastic range of products, specially
designed to work in harmony with our hair extensions and keep your
client’s natural hair in tip-top condition, ensuring their hair looks salon
fabulous - always.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHY OFFER RACOON INTERNATIONAL HAIR EXTENSIONS?

Hair extensions can give your clients instant texture, volume, style and length without the
need for chemicals or patch testing. Clients love the versatility they offer, knowing they
can have the look of their dreams in an instant thanks to your skilful creativity. Whether
your client is after the latest red carpet look, luscious volume or simply a flash of colour,
your client can achieve all this with Racoon International hair extensions.

ARE HAIR EXTENSIONS JUST FOR ADDING LENGTH?

With Racoon International hair extensions, not only can you achieve beautiful
glamorous length and phenomenal volume, you can also transform fine, thinning hair
into thicker luscious lengths. Use a dash of colour to create highlights or lowlights to
add texture and depth, or even reconstruct and alter an existing style with a fringe,
layers and creative geometric shapes. With Racoon International hair extensions, the
possibilities are endless!

A PERFECT MATCH!

Racoon International’s fantastic Luxe Bond method is a loose hair system which allows
you to skilfully blend a mix of hair shades to achieve the most natural of looks. With an
extensive palette of colours to choose from, it’s no wonder Racoon’s Luxe Bond system
is the preferred choice for achieving natural, multi-toned highlights to seamlessly match
your client’s hair.

Racoon International’s hair is sourced via a well-established supply network providing
human hair to the extensions industry for generations. By working closely with our
supplier network, we can guarantee the ethical sourcing of all our hair.

HOW DISCREET ARE LUXE BOND HAIR EXTENSIONS?

Racoon International Luxe Bond extension bonds are small and translucent, taking on
the colour of the client’s natural hair. The bonds are discreet, no bigger than the size of
an uncooked grain of rice. The unique formula is easy to apply and quick to remove
leaving no trace or residue.

HOW DISCREET ARE LUXE LINK HAIR EXTENSIONS?

Racoon International Luxe Links are the smallest micro links available. Each Luxe Link is
rounded off at the edges and creates a unique internal belt which grips and protects
clients’ hair when it is crimped. This link is discreetly hidden under the hair extension
attachment making them very discreet, so clients can confidently wear their hair up.

HOW DISCREET ARE LUXE WEFT HAIR EXTENSIONS?

Racoon International Luxe Wefts are far smaller than most other wefts. Being ‘micro’ in
size, the superfine, ultra-flexible micro header makes Luxe Wefts virtually undetectable,
very comfortable and discreet to the eye whether hair is styled either up or down.

DO HAIR EXTENSIONS DAMAGE HAIR?

Although some hair extensions can seriously damage a client’s hair, Racoon
International hair extension systems have been scientifically proven by an independent
trichologist not to damage hair. This is providing they are applied and maintained by
a Racoon-certified expert and the aftercare guidelines are followed.

IS THE HAIR EXPENSIVE?

Racoon International’s premium quality hair is very competitively priced and our hair
extensions when looked after can be economically re-used and reapplied making
them great value for money – just a couple of reasons why Racoon is the No.1 in hair
extensions and the professional’s choice.

WILL GLUE BE APPLIED TO MY CLIENT’S HAIR?

No, glue will definitely not be applied. Either gentle translucent Luxe Bonds, discreet
Luxe Links or virtually invisible Luxe Weft tapes will be applied. All are scientifically
proven not to damage client’s hair.
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ARE RACOON HAIR EXTENSIONS ETHICALLY SOURCED?

Racoon International
Luxe Bond Extensions

Racoon International
Luxe Link Extensions

Racoon International
Luxe Weft Extensions
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FROM BIRMINGHAM AIRPORT

•

Banbury station is on the London Marylebone-Birmingham Snow Hill station mainline.

•

Follow the M42 following signs for M40 South.

•

There is a taxi rank at Banbury station.

•

Exit M42 at Junction 3a and join the M40.

•

Please ensure you agree an acceptable rate before departure.

•

Follow the ‘From M40 Southbound’ instructions on the following page.

•

here are no other means of public transport from Banbury station.

BY TRAIN SOUTHBOUND
•

Leamington Spa station is on the Birmingham Snow Hill-London Marylebone mainline.

•

Taxis are usually available on-site.

•

Please ensure you book in advance and agree an acceptable rate before departure.

•

There are no other means of public transport from Leamington Spa station.
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FROM A46

FROM M40 (Northbound)

•

At the Tollbar Island (A46/A45 Roundabout) take first exit towards Ryton.

•

Leave the M40 at Junction 11.

•

Take the first exit onto the A423 (towards Southam/Banbury).

•

At the roundabout, take the first exit onto the A222.

•

Continue for 12 miles through Princethorpe, Marton and Long Itchington.

•

At the second roundabout, take the second exit onto the A222.

•

Remain on the A423, bypassing Southam town (towards Banbury).

•

At the third roundabout, take the second exit onto the A222.

•

Continue for about 3 miles until you see a 400ft high radio mast in the
field on the left-hand-side.

•

At the fourth roundabout, take the third exit onto the A423, (towards Southam).

•

At a minor crossroads turn left, (signposted ‘Wills Pastures’ and ‘Glebe Farm’).

•

At the fifth roundabout, take the second exit onto the A423, (towards Southam).

•

Turn left at the first turning following the signs to Racoon International.

•

Continue on the A423 for approximately 8 miles.

•

At a minor crossroads turn right, (signposted ‘Wills Pastures’ and ‘Glebe Farm’).

•

Turn left at the first turning following the signs to Racoon International.

FROM M1 (Northbound)
•

Leave the M1 at Junction 21 and join the M69 to Coventry.

•

Continue to the end of the M69.

•

Join the A46 and continue around Coventry.

•

Follow the ‘From A46’ instructions above.

FROM M1 (Southbound)
•

Leave the M1 at Junction 21a and join the M69 to Coventry.

•

Continue to the end of the M69.

•

Join the A46 and continue around Coventry.

•

Follow the ‘From A46’ instructions above.

FROM M6
•

Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and join the A46.

•

Follow the ‘From A46’ instructions above.

FROM M40 (Southbound)
•

Leave the M40 at Junction 12.

•

Turn right from the slip road towards Southam and Bishops Itchington.

•

Continue on the B4451 through Bishops Itchington.

•

At the T-Junction, turn right and proceed through Deppers Bridge.

•

Continue until you enter Southam and turn right at the first roundabout.

•

At the second roundabout turn right onto the A423 (towards Banbury).

•

Continue for about 3 miles until you see a 400ft high radio mast in the field on the
left-hand-side.

•

At a minor crossroads turn left, (signposted ‘Wills Pastures’ and ‘Glebe Farm’).

•

Turn left at the first turning following the signs to Racoon International.
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EDUCATION

Racoon International
Wills Pastures
Southam
Warwickshire
England
CV47 2XR

01295 770 999
racooninternational.com

Hair direction/dressing: Andrew Barton, Racoon International Creative Director Hair extension work: The Racoon Artistic Team
Make-up: Lan Nguyen-Grealis Clothes Stylist: Thea Lewis-Yates Photography: Jack Eames Styling Products Babyliss Pro, Affinage
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